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Abstract
Aphasia is a communication impairment usually caused by stroke, identified in approx-
imately one third of stroke survivors. Determining the severity level for patients with
aphasia is a necessary pre-cursor in determining the optimal rehabilitation pathway for
each patient. Language assessments are used to evaluate aphasia severity. There are
numerous existing language assessments in the aphasia literature. In this thesis, we
will focus on two common assessments: the Western Aphasia Battery-Aphasia Quotient
(WAB-AQ) and Discourse Analysis (DA). The WAB-AQ is considered a gold standard of
aphasia assessments. However, it is lengthy and strenuous to undertake. DA is a shorter
and more manageable assessment. However, there are no existing standards to classify
aphasia severity from this assessment. Our research aims to determine whether it is possi-
ble to use the DA assessment to predict the aphasia severity level of the WAB-AQ. There
are three research questions in this thesis: 1) Is it possible to use machine learning (ML)
and natural language processing (NLP) algorithms to automatically identify the levels of
aphasia severity from patients’ speech transcripts, recorded during DA assessments? This
objective is achieved by developing an NLP algorithm to convert the speech transcripts
to numerical measures of speech; then performing classification using these measures to
predict WAB-AQ severity level with various ML techniques. We extend the binary con-
fusion matrix to a multi-class confusion matrix and develop associated model assessment
metrics, specifically developed to tackle our three-class classification problem, to evalu-
ate the predictive power of our models. We also determine the measures of speech from
the NLP algorithm which are most important in classifying aphasia severity by develop-
ing an accuracy-based feature-selection algorithm able to incorporate multiple machine
learning techniques. 2) How does the performance of our proposed method compare to
a comparative baseline method? This baseline method uses existing clinical measures of
DA as predictors in classification models to predict WAB-AQ severity level. 3) How do
existing measures of DA compare among each other in their ability to predict aphasia
severity? We use the measures individually as model predictors and compare the model
assessment metrics from each model. Our results show that our proposed approach can
be used to identify aphasia severity in post-stroke patients instantly with up to 73.6%
accuracy. Furthermore, our findings indicate that our proposed method is superior in pre-
dicting aphasia severity level than the baseline method, with the NLP models yielding
consistently higher model accuracies than the baseline models.
Keywords: aphasia, classification, machine learning, natural language processing, sever-
ity
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